Course Syllabus
Course Prefix, Number, and Title:
MCOM 389: PORTFOLIO & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Credits:
1/2/3

University name:
Dakota State University

Academic term/year:
Fall 2013
Last date to Drop and receive 100% refund:
Sep 4
Last date to Withdraw and earn a grade of 'W':
Nov 7

Course meeting time and location:
Section D01: Tuesday, Thursday 11:00AM - 12:15PM, Beadle Hall, Room 113
Section D30: Online

Instructor information:
Name:
Dr. Shreelina Ghosh
Office:
Beadle Hall 115, DSU
Phone number(s):
605-256-5269
Email address:
Shreelina.Ghosh@dsu.edu
Office hours:
via Skype @ shreelina.ghosh: M 2:00 pm – 6:00 pm (CST)
Beadle 115: T, Th 3:00 pm – 5 pm (CST)
(by appointment)

Approved course description:
Catalog description:
Planning, creation, and production of portfolios and other professional materials.

Additional course information:
This class is designed to help students assess their individual skills and career interests, compile
job-search documents, develop an effective, targeted professional portfolio, and develop
effective job interviewing skills. A professional portfolio is a coherent set of materials, including
work samples and reflective commentary on them, compiled to represent skills, training, and
work experience to potential employers.

Course Goals:
By the end of the course, you should be able to do the following effectively:
1. Define his/her own career goals and the need for a portfolio.
2. Gather relevant materials for a personal career portfolio.
3. Organize and sequence a portfolio to a specific target audience.
4. Create effective, targeted, personal resumes.
5. Identify a personal and professional network.

Prerequisites:
Course prerequisite(s):
There are no specific prerequisites classes, though the 300 level sequence implies that students
should have begun to create a maturing body of work from which to draw for a portfolio. In
many ways, this course is best suited to seniors who are nearing completion of their degree.
Technology:
Students must have a D2L account and daily access to a computer, a web browser, and web
authoring and multimedia software to use in the creation of an e-portfolio. Folders should also
be maintained on personal computers for storing course-related materials, assignments, and
returned assignments. Multiple back-ups of important information and assignments should also
be maintained.
Meetings, group activities, assignments, conferences, and presentations may be conducted
through videos and chat (Skype). Students must make suitable provisions for voice and video
recording devices. (Tablets provided by DSU usually have in-built microphones.)

Course materials:
Textbook:
Six Steps to Job Search Success by Caroline Ceniza-Levine and Connie Thanasoulis-Cerrachio (pdf
available in D2L)
Supplemental readings for each week will be emailed to you, or hyperlinked in the class
schedule section. Readings will be posted as links (often as bitly1 links) available via the web or
pdfs or docs.

1

Bitly is a shortened URL. You may either clink on the Hyperlinked bitly or copy the bitly text and paste it in your
brower.
*Occasionally, changes to the syllabus may be necessary. Students will be notified of any changes to the syllabus
in writing.

Required supplementary materials:
Previous work in other classes sufficient for creating an effective portfolio.

Course delivery and instructional methods:
A variety of online and face-to-face learning approaches will be used, including assigned readings,
internet and field research, discussions, presentations and informal briefings, as well as electronic
submission and return of assignments.

Policies:
Attendance, late, and make-up policy:
On-campus Section: Students need to attend class, to participate in discussions, complete and
submit in class assignments and presentations. Failure to attend class will result in a loss of
credit for in-class activities. Absence in two physical meetings will be forgiven. Your final grade
for the course will be lowered 0.5 points for each additional unexcused absence. Attendance is
taken by passing an attendance sheet. It is your responsibility to make sure that you have
signed this sheet every day that you are in class.
Student athletes are required to meet with me before the start of their sport season to discuss
any schedule conflicts and develop a plan to make up any missed work. The student athlete
must assume responsibility for all work, class assignments, presentations, and group activities
missed.
Online section: Students in online classes need to participate in discussions, complete and
submit in class assignments and presentations. Failure to attend class will result in a loss of
credit for in-class activities. Your “visibility”, timely submissions, and active participation will be
translated into attendance.
All assignments must be posted (in D2L or email, as directed) by 11:59 p.m. on the due date. The
policy for late paper submission is -- NO LATE SUBMISSION. However, if you are faced with a
personal or medical emergency and have already turned in one late assignment you will need to
make arrangements with me at least two days in advance. I reserve the right to grant or decline
late submission requests. Late papers will only be accepted if we have made previous
arrangements
ADA Statement:
If you have a documented disability and/or anticipate needing accommodations (e.g., nonstandard note taking, extended time on exams or a quiet space for taking exams) in this course,
please contact the instructor. Also, please contact Dakota State University’s ADA coordinator,
Keith Bundy (located in the Student Development Office in the Trojan Center Underground or
via email at Keith.Bundy@dsu.edu or via phone (605-256-5121) as soon as possible. The DSU
website containing additional information, along with the form to request accommodations, is
available at http://www.dsu.edu/student-life/disability-services/index.aspx. You will need to
provide documentation of your disability. The ADA coordinator must confirm the need for
accommodations before officially authorizing them.
Academic Honesty Statement:
Cheating and other forms of academic dishonesty run contrary to the purpose of higher
education and will not be tolerated in this course. Please be advised that, when the instructor
suspects plagiarism, the Internet and other standard means of plagiarism detection will be used

to resolve the instructor’s concerns. DSU’s policy on academic integrity (DSU Policy 03-22-00) is
available online.
You are expected to complete all course assignments, including homework, lab work, quizzes,
tests and exams, without assistance from any online or off-line source or individual. You are
expected to develop original work for this course; therefore, you may not submit course work
you completed for another course to satisfy the requirements for this course.
Any student found to have plagiarized all or part of any assignment will be subject to any or all
of the following disciplinary actions:
1. Automatic failure of the assignment
2. Failure of the Course
3. Referral to the University for further action, including possible expulsion.
Freedom in Learning Statement:
Students are responsible for learning the content of any course of study in which they are
enrolled. Under Board of Regents and University policy, student academic performance shall be
evaluated solely on an academic basis and students should be free to take reasoned exception
to the data or views offered in any course of study. It has always been the policy of Dakota
State University to allow students to appeal the decisions of faculty, administrative, and staff
members and the decisions of institutional committees. Students who believe that an academic
evaluation is unrelated to academic standards but is related instead to judgment of their
personal opinion or conduct should contact the dean of the college which offers the class to
initiate a review of the evaluation.
Online Enrollment and Decorum:
You are expected to treat others in the course with respect and openness. This respect includes
room for disagreement and debate, and at the same time, calls each of us to listen deeply to
different points of view. Hate speech and other forms of disrespect will not be tolerated. For
more on netiquette, refer to : http://online.uwc.edu/Technology/onlEtiquette.asp
Email Policy:
 The subject line should contain the class and the topic of the message. Eg: ENGL 309 –
Question about Assignment 1
 I do not open e-mail messages from unidentified senders. You must reply from your
DSU or other professional e-mail account. I do not reply to e-mail from personal
accounts such as huggybear10@hotmail.com or hotchick25@yahoo.com. Use your web
mail account (not D2L mail) to email me to my DSU web mail account (not D2L mail).
Here is a model email.
 If the email sent by you does not demonstrate the style and format of a formal email, I
may choose not to respond. Here is an example of an acceptable format for coursecorrespondence:
Subject: MCOM 389 -- Question about Reflection Assignment
Dr. Ghosh,
I couldn't find any instructions for the dropbox assignment labelled "Reflection". What
are we supposed to do for this assignment?
Thank you,

Student name
Email Etiquette:


Use Good Manners: Think of the basic rules learned when growing up, like saying please
and thank you. Address people as Mr., Ms., Mrs., or Dr. Only address someone by first
name if he/she implies it is okay to do so.



Watch the Tone: Merriam-Webster defines tone as an "accent or inflection expressive of
a mood or emotion." It is very difficult to express tone in writing. A student should be
respectful, friendly, and approachable. Do not use a tone that sounds curt or
demanding.



Be Concise: Get to the point of an email as quickly as possible, but do not leave out
important details that will help a recipient answer the query.



Be Professional: This means, stay away from abbreviations and do not use emoticons
(those little smiley faces). Do not use a cute or suggestive email address for business
communications. Be sure to include your name at the end of the message.



Use Correct Spelling and Proper Grammar: Use spell checker. Pay attention to basic
rules of grammar.

University Policy Regarding the Use of Tablets in the Classroom:
The Tablet PC platform has been adopted across the DSU campus for all students and faculty,
and tablet usage has been integrated into all DSU classes to enhance the learning environment.
Tablet usage for course-related activities, note taking, and research is allowed and encouraged
by DSU instructors. However, inappropriate and distracting use will not be tolerated in the
classroom. Instructors set policy for individual classes and are responsible for informing
students of class-specific expectations relative to Tablet PC usage. Failure to follow the
instructor’s guidelines will hinder academic performance and may lead to disciplinary actions.
Continued abuse may lead to increased tablet restrictions for the entire class.
Because tablet technology is an integral part of this course, it is the student’s responsibility to
ensure that his/her Tablet PC is operational prior to the beginning of each class period.
Back up your Work:
Make sure to make multiple back-ups of your assignments in your DSU web space and flash
drives. There will be no extension of time in case your computer crashes.
Font:
For all essays you will use the default font and font size in Microsoft Word 2003 or 2007.
This means you will use either Times New Roman size 12 or Calibri size 11. No other fonts or
font sizes are acceptable.
Policies for Athletes:
I will not calculate grades, nor sign grade report forms, in the minutes after a class. I will
collect grade forms from you after any class, and return them during the subsequent class.

Therefore, you will need to provide me the grade report forms 2-3 days *in advance* of the
time your coach wishes to have them.

Communication and Feedback:
Preferred Email Contact Method:
Shreelina.Ghosh@dsu.edu.
Email Response Time:
The general response time is 24 hours. Responses can be delayed on holidays and weekends.
Feedback on Assignments:
The general response time for an assignment depends on the length and content of the
assignment. The date of response will be discussed with students for individual assignments.

Evaluation Procedures:
Assessments:
Progress toward meeting the course goals will be evaluated using the following graded
assignments:
1 Credit



Assignment 1 -- Field Analysis: 30 pts.
Assignment 2 -- Hard Copy Portfolio
o Resume: 40 pts.
o Cover letter: 30 pts.

2 Credit
 Assignment 3 -- E-Portfolio
o Blog/Website: 50 pts.
o Marketing Pitch video: 50 pts.
3 Credit
 Assignment 4 -- Interview
o Mock Interview: 50 pts.
o Post-Interview Thank You letter and reflection: 50 pts.
Final examination:
There will be no final exam for this course.
Performance standards and grading policy:
Final grades in the course will be assigned according to the following:
A

90-100%

B

80-89%

C

70-79%

D

60-69%

Fail

50-59%

Tentative Course Outline and Schedule:
Week

Dates

Activity

Readings

1

8/26
8/28

Discussion: Exploring the field

Syllabus
Text Book: Chapter 1

Introduction to course, Introduce yourself
Introduction to Assignment 1
Homework: Syllabus Quiz (due 9/1)

9/2
9/4

Discussion: The Job Search Process

3

9/9
9/11

Discussion: Anticipating Employer Needs,
Creating Audience personas

Know What Employers Expect (pdf)

4

9/16
9/18

Textbook: Chapter 4, 5
You Online: http://bit.ly/V99E1S

5

9/23
9/25

Self-Assessment Worksheets
Assignment 1 Final Due 9/21
Introduction to Assignment 2
Resume Writing and Cover Letters
Inventory worksheets

6

9/30
10/2

Resume Reviewing Worksheet, Cover letter
Worksheet

7

10/7
10/9

Individual professional documents
workshopping
Assignment 2 Draft (due 10/9)
Hard Copy Professional Documents
Assignment 2 Final Due as hardcopy in
Instructor’s mail box (10/13)
Address:
Dr. Shreelina Ghosh
820 N Washington Ave., Beadle 327,
Madison, SD 57042

8

10/14
10/16

9

10/21

2

Career Competency Inventory

Introduction to Assignment 3
Web development Crash course, Hosting
options

E-portfolio Development, Analysis of student
portfolios

Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Occupational Outlook Handbook
(2010-11): Relevant pages
Text Book: Chapter 2

bit.ly/PdnD0J: Ch 8
bit.ly/NlEj4C: Handout
Resume Secrets (ppt)
Job Applications & Cover Letters (pdf)
bit.ly/8u5D6S: View
bit.ly/iVG70c: View
bit.ly/MNlEmE

bit.ly/SnUW4P
Web development Crash course:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K
gusnj9Jcrg
Powell, Jankovich: “Student Portfolios:
A Tool to Enhance the Traditional Job

Week

Dates

Activity

Search”

10/23
10

10/28
10/30

11

11/4
11/6

12

11/13

13

11/18
11/20

14

11/25

Readings

Mini Usability test: Cognitive Walkthrough
Planning (10/28)
Execution and reporting (10/30)
Video development workshop
for Professional Identity Videos

bit.ly/Yfeyc

Video development workshop
for Professional Identity Videos (cont’d)

http://bit.ly/hUXWsv

Sign-up for Next week's presentations
Professional Identity Marketing Video (due
during presentation)
E-portfolio presentation (11/18, 20)
Assignment 3 Final (due 11/24)
Schedule Interview
Discussion: Interview Preparation

http://www.howto.gov/socialmedia/video

1.usa.gov/PDjTpZ
Interview Skills That Win The Job (pdf)
InterviewPrep (pdf)
bit.ly/fOCafD

15

12/2
12/4

Practice Interviews

Interview Styles & Questions (pdf)
Textbook: Chapter 8

16

12/9

Interview Follow-up
Reflection, Negotiation,
Rejection/Acceptance, and Wrap-up

bit.ly/SUF8nj
Textbook: Chapter 10
Interview_Thank_You_Letter (pdf)

FINAL

12/11

Thanking Letter (due 12/11 by 12:30 PM)

10:30
to
12:30

ASSIGNMENT 1: FIELD ANALYSIS
Goal: The aim of this project is pretty straightforward: to research your position in your field of
professional interest. You will be exploring how professional writing happens in the real world and
the expectations for a position that you would like to apply to.
Deliverables: 3-5 page report reflecting on your approach and plan for the portfolio project. The
report must include:
a. a brief report of your interview/shadow,
b. analysis of two job ads.
To be successful, your response must meet the following criteria:
 Your report must make an argument about your plan for the portfolio in the coming
weeks. Reflect on how your survey of the field informs you and helps you develop your
professional identity,
 You must demonstrate the ability to design and write an effective short report (we'll go
over the basics),


You must demonstrate the ability to write well, which means a document that is wellargued, designed, organized, and correct. Part of your task is to identify the audience for
the report and design it appropriately for that audience.

Description:
Interview/Shadow - To understand how your field works, you will informally interview a person
who is in a similar position where you would like to be. Alternatively, your interviewee could be
an educator or a professional with adequate knowledge of your field.
Imagine where you would like to see yourself after graduating from this program or may be five
years from this day. A person who is currently employed in such a position is an ideal candidate.
It is important to clearly articulate in a detailed and complete profile of this person in your report.
You might want to approach an organization or company located close to you so that you. You
could also talk to your current employee or your academic advisor, asking them to provide their
insight into the field.
Here is how the project hopes to help you as a professional: in addition to exploring the career
possibilities, you will also have a chance to work on ways in which you can hone your skillsets as
you progress in your program. The purpose is to familiarize yourself with workplace environment
where you would like to see yourself in the future.
Job Ad Analysis - As part of this assignment, locate job advertisements that interest you. Please
note that you need not be concerned about the possibility of gaining any of the jobs based
upon your current résumé. In fact, one of the goals of the project is to use these ads to assess
your current qualifications and find ways of building even more experience as a professional.
Keeping in mind your area of specialization and interest, select two job advertisements. You may
find these either in a newspaper or an online resource. Look for a position (entry-level or likewise)
where you can apply upon graduation. A good way is to start by search by looking for specific
job titles within the field. For example, select one specific job title and collect three ads for that
one title.
Look for key phrases, terms, and descriptions in the ads. In the report, explain how you identified

the three positions, and write out a brief justification of your plan in positioning your professional
documents in order to make them fit the position.
Reporting: The reflection should include a report on the reflection exercise. Explain what aspect
of professional field were you specifically looking to understand this interview. You should also
spend some time explaining what you found and, of course, discussing the implications of what
you found. Think of a couple of different perspectives on implications: 1) how do you see this
experience as a way of developing your skills as a professional; and 2) how does this experience
help you in understanding of the a field.
Getting a sense of the genre of informational reports is important, so that you best know how to
structure the report, integrate the components of the report, and sculpt the language you use in
the report. Your report should look like and read like a report (not an essay!). Suggested report
sections and questions for you to contemplate as you work include:
Overview/Summary: What is the overall purpose of this report? What are you doing, arguing,
saying, suggesting, demonstrating, etc., in the report? Can you summarize the entire report
in one paragraph (or 150 words, max)?
 Introduction: Provide some background and rationale for your focus: What is your focus?
How does it related to your field or profession? What do readers need to know to understand
your report? What is the historical and/or cultural context for your focus? Why is your focus
important or compelling, and worthy of attention?
 Analysis and Results: What findings do you have to present? What quotations or summaries
do you have to support your findings? What examples do you have to support your findings?
 Conclusions: What conclusions can you draw about the work you’ve researched? The
examples you’ve integrated? What are the implications of what you found for you and your
career? What are the implications for the members of your field?
Note that these are just suggestions; you may find it helpful, useful, and/or interesting to include
different sections in your report, or to structure your report contents differently. By the end of the
report, you should be able to clearly explain what your field is, how you are positioned in the
field, and how you plan to present yourself to the field.


Evaluation: Your project will be evaluated on the following criterion:
a. a brief report of your interview/shadow (2 pts each)
1. Selection of Shadowee
2. Organization
3. Detailed observation
4. Insightful analysis
5. Appropriate use of the report-writing genre
b. analysis of two job ads. (2 pts each)
1. Selection of ads
2. Clear interpretation of the ad
3. Argument supporting the fit of the student
c. Articulation on the application of strategies in your portfolio development (4 pts)

ASSIGNMENT 2: PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTS
Goal: A résumé is a brief written account of personal, educational, and professional
qualifications and experience that you prepare as part of your application materials for a
prospective job. In the current global economy, it is essential for job seekers to optimize their
chances of being considered and hired for positions that are well-suited to their qualifications
and interests. This assignment will help you hone your own employment application materials for
today’s job market by providing you with tools to create an effective résumé (or improve the
one you already have).
Deliverables
Hard copy draft of Résumé and a cover letter targeting one of the jobs identified in the last
assignment. Professional Documents should be addressed to your instructor and placed in an
envelope. Stamp is not necessary. Address: Dr. Shreelina Ghosh, 820 N Washington Ave., Beadle
327, Madison, SD 57042
Application materials are to be submitted in class or left in the instructor’s mailbox in 115 Beadle
Hall.
Description
Target one of the jobs you identified in Assignment 1. You will require to write meticulously
tailored résumé. You will need to make decisions regarding what info you decide to or not to
include in your résumé, given the protocols of your field and the job that you are applying to.
How did you change the wording of some of your work details and/or educational details to
best match the protocols of the business and the job that was advertised. We will analyze
sample application letters and résumés in detail. You will compose job materials keeping in mind
the specific jobs selected by you.
Résumés are living documents—you will update yours regularly. For class, you’ll turn in a polished
version of your résumé-in-progress. Formatting of the document is entirely up to you. There is no
“right” or “wrong” way to prepare these documents.
Keep in mind that these are templates that should be personalized and tailored for each job
where you would apply in future.
Outcomes
Upon successful completion of part of the assignment, you will be able to:










Identify elements that make your résumé appear attractive, well-organized, and
amenable to both print and email distribution.
Use effective action words, keywords, and positioning on your résumé and in your cover
letter to better market your professional skillset.
Apply enhancement techniques to make your résumé and cover letter more polished
and competitive.
Summarize reviewing and editing techniques you can use to ensure consistency and
quality within your résumé and cover letter.
Tailor your application materials toward a specific job you may seek.
Identify different ways to distribute a résumé.
Create a PDF version of your résumé and distribute this PDF version via email.
Summarize elements to avoid when finalizing your résumé and cover letter.
Harness effective language, keywords, and design templates to enhance and polish
your résumé and cover letter.

Preparation
Explore suggested and other online resources to study different types of résumé and cover-letter
formats that can be applied to various prospective employment situations and your own
personal career goals. You will undertake a critical assessment of the professional skills you
already possess; brainstorm and apply the best ways to market these skills in your résumé and
cover letter; and enhance your application materials using specific tips and techniques to make
you more competitive for the job you seek. By the end of this course, you will harness effective
language and design elements to produce a polished résumé and cover letter that can be
tailored to each specific job application. Conduct a brief self-study to acquaint yourself with the
following concepts:
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE RÉSUMÉ
1.1
Types of Résumés
1.1.1 The Purpose of a Résumé
1.1.2 Major Types of Résumés
1.1.2.1 The Chronological Résumé
1.1.2.2 The Functional Résumé
1.1.2.3 The Combination Résumé
1.1.3 Other Types of Résumés
1.1.3.1 The Targeted Résumé
1.1.3.2 The “Mini” Résumé
1.1.3.3 The Non-Traditional Résumé
1.1.4 The Résumé vs. the CV
1.2
Modes of Résumé Presentation
1.2.1 Standard and Scannable Résumés
1.2.1.1 Formatting Considerations
1.2.1.2 Keyword Considerations
1.2.2 PDF-Version and Paper-Based Résumés
1.3
Cover Letters
1.3.1 Types of Cover Letters
1.3.1.1 The Application Letter
1.3.1.2 The Prospecting Letter
1.3.1.3 The Networking Letter
1.3.2 Tips for Writing Great Cover Letters
1.3.2.1 Composing a Cover-Letter Template
1.3.2.2 Personalizing Your Cover Letter
1.4
Preparing To Write Your Résumé
1.4.1 Self Information
1.4.2 Job Information
1.4.3 References
THE KEY COMPONENTS OF A RÉSUMÉ
2.1
The Heading
2.1.1 Your Font
2.1.2 Formatting Your Contact Details
2.2
Your Profile
2.2.1 The Objective vs. the Profile
2.2.2 Formatting Your Objective
2.2.3 Formatting Your Profile
2.3
Your Education
2.3.1 Formatting Your Degree

2.3.2 Formatting Your Graduation Year
Your Experience
2.4.1 Formatting Your Experience
2.4.2 Writing an Effective Experience Summary
2.4.3 The Experience Summary: The Bulleted List vs. the Paragraph
2.5
Your Professional Skills
2.5.1 Language Skills
2.5.2 Technology Skills
2.5.3 Relevant Skills
2.6
Your Honors and Awards
2.6.1 Academic Honors
2.6.2 Professional Honors
2.7
Your Activities and Interests
2.7.1 Co-Curricular Activities
2.7.2 Relevant Activities
2.8
Your Affiliations
2.8.1 Professional Affiliations
2.8.2 Social Affiliations
2.9
Your References
2.9.1 Formatting Your References
2.9.2 Providing Detailed Contact Information vs. an “Available Upon Request”
Statement
2.10
Drafting Your Résumé and Cover Letter
2.11
Résumé Formatting Tips
2.11.1 Length
2.11.2 Font
2.11.3 Spacing
2.11.4 Layout
2.4

BOLSTERING YOUR RÉSUMÉ AND COVER LETTER
3.1
Enhancing the Language and Style of Your Résumé and Cover Letter
3.1.1 Action Words
3.1.2 Keywords
3.1.3 Positioning
3.2
Polishing Your Résumé and Cover Letter
3.2.1 Checking for Consistency
3.2.2 Editing
3.2.3 Peer Reviewing and Expert Reviewing
3.3
Tailoring Your Résumé and Cover Letter
3.4
Distributing a Paper-Based (Printed) Version of Your Résumé
3.4.1 Choosing Paper
3.4.2 Mailing Your Résumé
3.5
Creating and Distributing a PDF Version of Your Résumé
3.5.1 Creating a PDF Version of Your Résumé
3.5.2 Emailing Your PDF Résumé to Prospective Employers
3.6
Things To Avoid When Finalizing Your Résumé and Cover Letter

Evaluation

o Resume: (20 pts.)
i. Presentation and professionalism (5 pts. each)
1. Easy to read, visually pleasing, uses white space to guide eyes and
separate information.
2. Appropriate font used
3. Acronyms explained
4. Appropriate quality of paper used
5. Addressed correctly
ii. Spelling, Grammar, Style (5 pts. each)
1. No errors in spelling
2. No errors in punctuation
3. No errors in grammar
4. Correct capitalization
5. Error-free style
iii. Skills Summary (5 pts. each)
1. No. of years of experience included
2. Points targeted to potential employer and elaborated on throughout
the résumé
3. includes keywords commonly used int he desred industry
4. Knowledge, skills, abilities articulated clearly
5. At least one point on how skill developed.
iv. Accessibility of Format (5 pts. each)
1. Dates Headings clear and consistent
2. Inclusion of contact information completely and accurately
3. Clearly stated profile statement
4. Acronyms explained
5. Appropriate use of Chronological or Functional format
o

Cover letter: (20 pts.)
1. Presentation (Appropriate length, appropriate verbiage, and correct
business letter format)
2. Content Intro (Opening paragraph clearly states job you are seeking and
expresses the reasons for your interest)
3. Content Body (Middle paragraph articulates your skills and
qualifications, is tailored for the job)
4. Content Closing (Closing paragraph initiates next step, Includes
statement of appreciation, mentions resume, expresses gratitude, and
includes signature)
5. Error-free Spelling, Punctuation, Grammar, Style

ASSIGNMENT 3: E-PORTFOLIO
Goal: This assignment will help you argue and illustrate your effectiveness in a career by
providing documented evidences presented professionally.
Description: The purpose of a portfolio is to have you collect, present and reflect upon
some of your best academic work at DSU as well as your thoughts about career goals.
Portfolio’s serve both personal, academic and career goals. We will be using a digital
portfolio process called ePortfolio that allows you to compile word or pdf documents
along with images into a single portfolio web site.
Preparation
As you work on your e-portfolio, you should refer back to the preparation worksheets that
you developed for the last assignment. This will be especially useful as you work on the
navigation of your portfolio, and decide how to provide some explanation of each
piece. As you begin compiling your work samples, keep in mind that the portfolio is NOT
merely a compilation of the stuff that you created. The compilation of the “stuff” actually
tell a story: the story of your as a professional, your evolution as a student/designer/writer,
your argument of being a “fit” in the professional world, and most importantly, your
understanding of the process behind the product.
As you begin thinking about the elements of the website – the design, and the general
“feel” of the site, explore your competitor's web portfolio. Search on Google for web
portfolios of folks with a similar career focus as yours. Look at them for ideas and
inspirations.
Process
After you have prepared your materials, artifacts, sample works, professional documents,
and so on, it is time to concentrate on the technical aspect of actually designing an eportfolio. There are a number of ways to go about it, and you can choose one that suits
you most:






You can get in touch with DSU helpdesk to access your own web space under
DSU. You can then set up your own home page, that might look like faculty
homepages. The DSU helpdesk can provide some technical help to set it up and I
will help you as much as I can.
Free website tools powered by Google, Wordpress, Weebly, Blogspot and so on
have in-built templates that you can use.
You can access a WYSIWYG softwares like Dreamweaver has templates and
online resources to help you buy a website. You can buy your own web space at
a reasonable price from GoDaddy or other providers.
I recommend Blogger or Wordpress or Weebly. These are free tools. Blogger lets
you personalize a lot of stuff. My most favorite personalizations are in this order:
o Off-ing the top nav-bar
o Changing header
o Making the date feature <gadget title under template> of the blog white
or similar to the background color. That way the date disappears, making
the blog look like a real website
o Off-ing the update, home, and other blog-like features <edit post>
o Adding a fav-icon by creating and uploading a tiny square graphic
o Uploading pdfs (resume, writing samples etc.) in google docs. You can link
it these documents to your website.
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All these features make a blog look like a website. However, if you prefer a
"bloggish" look... go ahead and preserve it. It is a matter of personal choice and
there is no right or wrong here.
Be prepared to write (a) A Reflective Statement about your work, (b) a Bio, (c)
Brief introductions for some of the major pieces that you would like to highlight.

Once you have found a way to represent your achievements online, it is time for you to
make design choices. Use the Design checklist to review your website before submitting.
Content
 Projects: Choose assignments from this class or other courses you have taken.
Revise and re-write them as needed in order to make them look professional. Do
not submit work that is not client-ready. From a potential-employer’s point of
view, you are hire-able if you are ready to work on the job from day one. If you
have done some professional work as part of a team or solo, include them as
well. The best portfolios will feature a mix of projects and written work to
showcase both your writing, design, team-experience, and your technology skills.
Include projects that highlight your ability to do research, cite sources
appropriately and accurately, and that illustrate your competence with
technologies. All written projects included should be in pdf format.


An introduction: Explain the contents of your portfolio. What are the pieces you
included and why are they significant? You may include a table of contents or a
hyperlink.



A reflective statement: When a potential employer is looking through the work,
you will possibly not be present to talk to them about the work. So, provide a
back story of about 100 words. Providing a plethora of works in a portfolio is like
placing several cans on a shelf without labels. They all look the similar and boring.
Instead, take your potential audience on a journey through your
accomplishments by giving them a background for each project or cluster of
projects. Tell them if these were group projects, solo projects, what your roles
were, what research went behind the creation, successes, struggles, and so on.
Be careful about your wording. Remember, these are no longer class
assignments... they should be presented as academic project experiences, team
working experiences, and so on. Avoid words such as "students", "class",
"professor", "assignment", "grades"... as much as possible.
Use the following questions to compose statement: What have you learned
about writing? About technology? About critical thinking? What are your future
expectations? What other information or courses would you like to have had and
what else do you think the Professional Writing Program and English Department
can do to help students in the major or track?



Creativity and a navigational structure: Be as creative as you wish. Feel free to
take some risks, keeping in mind that your instructor will not be the only one
viewing the materials. Consider the best ways to present your work and the most
elegant navigational structure.
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Sample portfolios of fellow-Trojans.
http://vlcarlson.com/
http://www.backroadsdesigns.com/
http://www.kmphotographyanddesign.com/
Evaluation
Your e-portfolio will be graded in the basis of the following criterion (2 pts each):
1. Inclusion of a range of projects to demonstrate your versatility
2. A useful and meaningful introductions (100-words for each significant project that
you would like to highlight)
3. Meaningful reflective statements for major projects highlighted in the portfolio
4. Presence at least 3 webpages: Home/Bio/About-page, Projects, and Contact
info
5. Error-free grammar
6. Usage of language that catches attention of users
7. Free of Broken links, missing/blocked images
8. Professional illustration of knowledge of basic design principles (CRAP)
9. Demonstration knowledge of accessibility and usability
10. The professional identity of the candidate is very clearly evident in the overall
presentation of the portfolio

PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY VIDEO
Goal: This assignment asks you to respond to the core question that shapes this course.
Why Should Someone Hire You?
Deliverables: 1 minute video where you express your professional identity.
Description: Create a Professional Identity Marketing Video. Imagine that the Potential
Employers asked you, “Why should We Hire You?” and you have 1 minute to provide an
argument summarizing your fit in their company. This video might not be targeted for any
specific job. You should be able to use this professional identity video on your e-portfolio
or as an addendum to your other professional documents.
There are a number of ways of doing this and there is no right or wrong way. Choose a
presentation style that suits your professional interest and your personality. This can be a
video resume or a portfolio video with samples of your work or a combination both. While
some visual and audio elements are required, you may or may not appear in the video.
Background music, voiceover, flying texts, animations, and so on are all optional. You
might use any video software
You can insert narration into your powerpoint slides. Here is a tutorial on how to do that:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UwijWVBhdw. You may also use a camcoder or a
laptop webcam to record of yourself. If your computer has an in-built webcam or if you
can connect it to a webcam, you can directly upload it to youtube. You have the
option of making the video private (available only if you provide a link).
Requirements:
 Talk to your audience directly.
 Allude to specific pieces that represent you as a professional
 Give a general overview of your personality, personal goals, accomplishments,
 Make a professional-quality video. It should not look like a class project.
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Re-articulate your professional goals as represented in your e-portfolio
Your potential employer will be browsing through your e-portfolio as they listen to
you

Video Resources:
How to’s:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGe_au9h65Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV8m9GYcc_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWGOuVdwrbw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZalKNsr74o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WYA4eDcOOo
Samples:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oHhD3Bk9Uc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQcS6PrbRCk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nv6mDeFPT2M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb6rzZKnL98
Evaluation:
Your video will be assessed on the following criterion (2 pts. each):
1. The professional identity of the candidate is very clearly demonstrated
2. Convincing argument on the applicant’s hireablity
3. Specific evidence of accomplishments
4. Professionalism in presentation
5. Evidence of enthusiasm in communication style
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